Instructions for:
MOISTURE BARRIER KIT
Approximate time: 10-15 minutes

Step 1:
Put Template (flat box) by the opening/void in the concrete pad inside cross-connect cabinet over the hand hole.

Step 2:
Cut out area for conduits/cables and position Template around ducts/cables as tightly as possible.

Step 3:
Push the Template down into the void; allow 3”-4” of concrete above sides of Template which will allow the Foam to adhere to the concrete.
Step 4:
Tape Template to sides of concrete every 6”.

Step 5:
Put tape around ducts/cables and Template to securely seal any cracks that will allow moisture to penetrate the Foam.

Step 6:
After Template is in place and tape is in place, use knife to cut 4”x4” notches in Template to allow proper Foam adhesion to the sides of the concrete.
Step 7:
Mix the 1-Cubic Foot Kit of Pole Foam following label directions and pour on Template with a side-to-side motion. Use the entire container. Do not put the top back on the container. Dispose of empty container in trash.

Step 8:
The Pole Foam will begin to rise immediately. Pole Foam will expand approximately 15 times its original volume.